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Abstract 

The task of designing concepts for the next generation of submerged arc welding heads was 

given by ESAB. ESAB is a global company manufacturing welding equipment for a wide span 

of industries and uses. In October 2011, ESAB introduced a new technology called Integrated 

Cold Electrode™, abbreviated and trademarked as ICE™. ICE™ is a technique which utilizes 

three electrodes in a highly productive and stable process. The current state of the ICE™ 

technique focuses on welding thick plates with conventional joint types such as x- and v-joints. 

The next phase in the development of the technique is to be able to weld milled 16/8°-joints 

which are developed by German company Graebner. This kind of joint determines the 

requirements of the next generation of ESAB’s equipment for submerged arc welding. 

Simultaneously as designing the welding torch being able to weld the 16/8°-joint, a concept for a 

highly customizable modular head was developed enabling the possibility to tailor the 

submerged arc welding process according to the customer’s precise needs. 

A progressive conceptual development has been conducted in close collaboration with ESAB. 

Theoretical models have been developed to evaluate thermal-electric behavior of the welding 

torches to obtain plausible dimensions for the electric conductors to withstand the effects caused 

by joule heating. Deliverables for the project has been well defined 3D CAD-models while a 

prototype was not included in the scope of the project.  

One concept for the 16/8° joint is presented as the Narrow Joint Concept, NJC, which fulfills the 

requirements specified. The NJC is developed with focus on smart design with low 

manufacturing cost as well as ease-of-use for the operator. NJC brings ICE™ into narrow joints. 

The Modular Head Concept, MHC, presents an idea how to create a fully customizable process 

with the possibility to emulate the ICE™ technique.  
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Sammanfattning 

Uppdraget att utveckla nästa generation pulverbågsutrustning gavs av företaget ESAB. ESAB är 

ett globalt företag som tillverkar svetsutrustning för ett brett spann av branscher och 

användningsområden. I oktober 2011 lanserade ESAB en ny teknik vid namn Integrated Cold 

Electrode™, ICE™. ICE™ är en teknik som utnyttjar tre stycken elektroder i en högproduktiv 

och stabil svetsprocess. I dagsläget fokuserar ICE™-tekniken på att svetsa konventionella 

fogtyper såsom x- och v-fogar i tjocka plåtar. Nästa fas i utvecklingen av tekniken är möjligheten 

att svetsa frästa 16/8°-fogar som det tyska företaget Graebner utvecklar. Denna typ av 

foggeometri ger kraven för ESAB’s nästa generation pulverbågsutrustning. 

Simultant togs koncept fram för att möjliggöra skräddarsydd utrustning efter kunders specifika 

processbehov. 

En progressiv konceptutveckling har utförts i nära sammarbete med ESAB. Teoretiska modeller 

har tagits fram för att utvärdera de termo-elektriska egenskaperna hos de utvecklade 

svetshuvudena så att dessa kan motstå den resistiva uppvärmningen som sker i de elektriska 

ledarna. Då en prototypframtagning ej låg inom ramen för arbetet har detaljerade 3D CAD-

modeller producerats. 

Konceptet för 16/8°-fogen kallas Narrow Joint Concept, NJC, och uppfyller de uppställda 

kraven. NJC är framtaget med fokus på smart konstruktion där låg tillverkningskostnad och 

enkel användning har premierats. NJC sammanfogar ICE™ och smala fogar. 

Det modulära konceptet kallat Modular Head Concept, MHC, representerar en idé för att skapa 

skräddarsydda lösningar efter kunders behov. MHC äger förmågan att fungera som ett ICE™-

huvud.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

Wordlist 

Word   Description 

Anode   Positive terminal, receives current from the power source 

Cathode  Negative terminal, sends current back to the power source 

Deposition rate Mass of consumables deposited per unit of productive time 

Slag   Protective cover of used up flux 

Tandem  Two adjacent electrodes connected to separate power sources 

Twin   Two adjacent electrodes connected to the same power source 

 

Notations 

Symbol  Description    Unit 

A    Area      [   ] 

E   Young´s modulus   [  ] 

     Dielectric strength    [    ] 

    Strain     [ ] 

    Efficiency    [ ] 

I   Current     [ ] 

L   Length     [  ] 

P   Power      [ ] 

    Angle     [ ] 

Q   Heat input     [       ] 

r   Radius     [  ] 

R   Resistance     [ ] 

    Resistivity     [     ] 

T   Plate Thickness    [  ] 

     Faying height     [  ] 

     Insulation thickness    [  ] 

U   Voltage     [ ] 

v   Welding speed    [        ] 
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Abbreviations 

Abbreviation  Full name 

AC   Alternating Current 

BOM   Bill Of Material 

CAD   Computer Aided Design 

CAE   Computer Aided Engineering 

DC   Direct Current 

ESO   Electrode Stick-Out 

FEA   Finite Element Analysis 

FEM   Finite Element Method 

FGW   Flexible Geometry Weld 

HAZ    Heat-Affected Zone 

HNG   Heavy-duty Narrow Gap 

ICE   Integrated Cold Electrode 

MAG   Metal Active Gas 

MIG   Metal Inert Gas 

SAW   Submerged Arc Welding 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Submerged Arc Welding, SAW, is today one of the most productive welding methods for thick 

plates. Productivity in SAW is limited by the heat input in the welding process; each material can 

only withstand a certain amount of heat while keeping the mechanical properties post-welding. 

To compare productivity, a measure of how much material is added per active welding time is 

taken for a process: deposition rate, higher deposition rate means higher productivity of the 

process. Only Electroslag Welding can contribute with greater deposition rates but is limited due 

to the decrease in mechanical properties caused by the high energy input of the process. 

By exploiting the synergy of SAW twin welding technology and adding a cold, non-conductive, 

electrode, the heat input can be reduced while simultaneously increasing productivity.  ESAB 

has developed a technique to utilize this behavior to further increase productivity while retaining 

energy input. ESAB has chosen to call this technique Integrated Cold Electrode™, ICE™, and is 

the base of this project. 

High productivity welding with thick plates has its main area of application in the energy sector, 

especially within wind, nuclear and oil, where welding often is the bottleneck of the production 

cycle. Other areas of application are in offshore, ship building and pressure vessels.  

To meet the requirements set by the industry, high quality welds has to be achieved with 

increasing productivity. Today these industries either use X- or V-joints which requires a lot of 

material to be filled. Another solution is to use narrow gap joints, which require less material to 

be filled but where special equipment has to be used. Between these types of joints there is a gap, 

where the joints are not narrow, in the sense of practically vertical walls, but they are not either 

wide, as an X-joint. Joint geometry is highly influential on the productivity, the more material 

that needs to be filled, the greater time it takes to complete the product. Therefore the need of 

new equipment with the possibility to weld in these kinds of joints is to be developed. 

1.1.1 ICE™ 

In October 2011, ESAB introduced a new method for submerged arc welding; this technique is 

called ICE™ and it is based on three independently fed         wires where the middle wire is 

insulated, “cold”, and is melted off by the excess heat caused by the adjacent hot electrodes. This 

technology, patent pending, is the base of this project. See Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1 ICE™ Torch, welding under bed of protective flux 
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1.2 Purpose 

The purpose is to 

 develop concept(s) for high productivity welding in narrow gap joints 

 develop concept(s) for a modular welding head 

The concepts shall utilize the ICE™ technique. 

1.3 Requirements 

From ESAB, a set of requirements were obtained for the narrow gap joint as well as the modular 

head design. For the full list of requirements, see 0. 

1.3.1 ICE™ welding head design in narrow joint, 16/8° 

To be able to weld in narrow joints there is a need to design a new welding head that can fit and 

sustain a stable welding process.  

1.3.1.1 Mechanical requirements 

 Welding head must fit in a narrow joint  

o with a minimum joint wall angle of    .  
o joint angles down to    can occur.  

o bottom radius is     .  

o maximum joint depths of       . 

 Welding head must have a stable welding process, not burning the joint walls and the 

slag must release by itself. 

 Multiple ICE™ welding heads, welding with different polarities such as AC & AC or 

DC+ & AC. 

 The solution must be robust and easy to maintain.  

1.3.2 Modular multiple wire welding head design 

When welding conventional joint types there is often a need of deep penetration on the first run, 

this is called the root run. Root runs are often done by a      single wire connected to a DC+ 

source.  When continuing with the filling runs, a trailing welding head (AC) is often added. 

Different parts of the joint benefit from different polarity (DC+ & AC). Welding head setups 

differ between single, twin or ICE™.   

To select and customize the welding processes there is a need for a modular welding head 

concept where any type of wire and process can be combined.  

1.3.2.1 Mechanical requirements: 

 Welding head must fit in a joint with a minimum joint angle of     and a depth of 

      . 

 Welding head must have a stable welding process, not burning the joint walls and the 

slag must release by itself. 

 Must be a modular multiple wire solution with at least 5 individually controlled wires.  

o customizable with combinations of hot, cold, single, twin, ICE™ and different 

wire diameters. 

 The solution must be robust and easy to maintain.  
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1.4 Delimitations 

 The project will be limited to developing the mechanical aspect without verifying the 

stability of the welding process in production. A conceptual design study will be 

performed of the narrow gap solution as well as the modular head design.  

 Concepts will be generated and evaluated by the use of theoretical models; the goal is not 

to build a prototype. 

 It is assumed that the current equipment available for subtasks such as flux delivery and 

wire feeds will be used and only the welding head will be designed. 

1.5 Method 

Information will be obtained from a market analysis, scientific articles, websites, master theses, 

literature, interviews, discussions, and provided CAD models. An educational seminar about 

ICE™ will be attended. 

The information gathering phase will be followed by a concept generating phase where 

brainstorming will be the main focus. During the brainstorming all relevant concepts will be 

evaluated and documented to provide a foundation of new ideas to be tapped into at later phases. 

After the evaluation of the concepts, a decision will be taken about which concepts to further 

develop. This phase will be supported by the use of Computer Aided Engineering, CAE, 

software.
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

2.1 Welding theory 

The art of welding in its most basic form is to fuse two or more pieces of material together to 

create one solid material. The materials do not necessarily have to be the same. 

2.1.1 History 

Fusing metals has been known to mankind for thousands of years and before modern inventions, 

such as electricity, forging was the main method of joining metals. Forging was used with 

smoldering charcoal which was used to heat the metal to a temperature slightly beneath the 

melting temperature. The hot metal was then forged with a hammer to fuse metal together and 

remove impurities. Up until the end of the 19th century this was the sole welding technique 

available. 

After the discovery of electricity and Michael Faraday’s discovery of a method to use 

transformers and generators to convert mechanical energy to electricity; the first of the modern 

welding techniques was born, resistive welding. By transferring electricity between two pieces of 

metal that were forced together, the resistance between the pieces would generate enough heat to 

melt the pieces together. 

With the newly found resistive welding, it was not long until the electrical arc was discovered by 

Benardos in 1881. Bernados technique consisted of connecting a piece of metal to one pole and a 

charcoal rod to another pole of an electrical power source, when bringing the metal and the 

charcoal rod together an electrical arc with sufficient energy to melt the metallic material was 

produced, this is the principal arc welding is based upon. 

Up until the 1920’s direct current was the only current source available for welding until the 

alternating current was developed together with cheaper and smaller converters, which needed 

less energy to run. During the 1920’s there was a need to develop welding to reduce the time 

needed to change electrodes and to remove slag to cope with the increasing production demand. 

In America, a new method was developed that involved a continuously fed electrode and 

shielding gas to protect the weld against oxidation, this new method was named Metal Inert Gas, 

MIG. [Karlebo, Weman, 2007] 

It was also in the 1920’s when the first patents, which would lead to the development of 

submerged arc welding, were submitted. The method was gradually developed between the 

1920’s and 1940’s by Linde Labs and Harry Kennedy’s Company. In the mid 1940’s the first 

patent regarding multi-wire SAW was filed depicting utilization of three electrodes [History, 

Netwelding]. 

2.1.2 Joints and welding position 

Not only is the welding method of choice important when designing welded joints, the type of 

joint determines the amount of material needed to be filled. The deposition rate combined with 

the volume of material that needs to be filled determines the productivity of the welding process 

which in turns determines the cost of the product. 

Since ICE™ is a technique directed to applications utilizing thick plates, a couple of common 

thick plate joint designs will be examined. The compared joint types are shown in Figure 2.1 
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Figure 2.1 Typical joint geometries. Shown from left: 16/8°, 60°X, 50°X ,60°V, 40°V 

2.1.2.1 X-Joint 

One of the more widely used joints in thick plate applications is the X-joint, which forms an X 

between two flat plates to be joined. Common configurations are 60° and 50° X-joints, where the 

angle notation represent the angle the walls/slopes create together. 

Joint preparation is accomplished by a wide set of tools where arc chiseling and grinding are the 

most common.  

2.1.2.2 V-Joint 

The V-joint is similar to the X-joint and can be seen as a half X-joint. The plates to be joined will 

form a V-shape caused by the slopes. Common V-joint configurations are 40°, 50° and 60° V-

joints. 

Edge preparation for the V-joint is similar to the X-joint. 

2.1.2.3 Narrow Gap 16/8° 

An alternative joint to the X- and V-joints and narrow gap joints, which utilizes practically 

vertical walls, has become popular recent years. This joint is called Narrow Gap 16/8° and has 

been developed by German company Graebener. 

The geometry of the joint and the variables are defined in Figure 2.2. In Table 2.1 the name of 

the variables, with their corresponding variable name and limitations, are shown. 

Table 2.1 Parameters for joint geometry 

Name Variable Limitations 

Plate thickness   100-350 mm 

Radius   4-8 mm 

Faying surface    50 mm 

Inner bevel angle        8° 

Outer bevel angle        4° 

Outer bevel height    0-300 mm 
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Figure 2.2 Declaration of parameters for a 16/8° joint 

2.1.2.4 Joint design study and break-even 

A study made by ESAB [Joint comparison, ESAB] shows that up to        plate thickness, the 

most area, hence volume, efficient joint type is the X-joint and above        plate thickness, 

the       joint is the most volume efficient and hence cost effective. A chart depicting joint area 

as a function of plate thickness is shown in Figure 2.3 

 

Figure 2.3 Joint area as a function of the plate thickness 
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2.1.3 Electro technical terminology 

2.1.3.1 Current and voltage 

Current and voltage control the shape of the final weld. The current controls how deep the weld 

will penetrate and how much material is deposed from the consumables, while the voltage 

regulates the width of the weld. See Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 for illustration of how the weld 

shape is modified when changing the current and voltage. [Karlebo, Weman, 2007] 

 

Figure 2.4 Effects on weld shape as a function of current [Karlebo, Weman, 2007] 

 

Figure 2.5 Effects on weld shape as a function of voltage [Karlebo, Weman, 2007] 

 

2.1.3.2 Polarity 

When welding using direct current, DC, it is important to choose polarity carefully. By making 

the electrodes polarity positive the heat development will increase in the transferred drop thus 

overheating it which subsequently increases the penetration of the weld while less material will 

be transferred. When welding using an electrode with negative polarity the amount of material 

transferred will increase but the arc will be less stable.  

Welding with a DC power source will generate a magnetic field around the electrode and when 

welding using multiple wires it may cause arc blow phenomena because of interactions between 

the electrode’s magnetic fields, see Chapter 2.1.4.3 for further information. 

In Figure 2.6 different penetration profiles depending on the choice of polarity are shown 

[Karlebo, Weman, 2007]. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Illustration of how the weld shape depends on the polarity [Karlebo, Weman, 2007] 
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2.1.3.3 Resistance 

Resistance is a measurement of the amount of electrical current converted to heat due to electric 

inertia within the material. To calculate the resistance, the length, L, the area, A, and the 

resistivity,  , has to be known, see Equation (1). 

     
 

 
 (1) 

The resistivity is proportional to the materials temperature and an increase of      per °C is 

common for most metals [Electrical resistance and conductance, Wikipedia] 

2.1.4 Arc 

2.1.4.1 Physics 

The area around the actual arc is divided between 3 sections; the anode, the cathode, and the arc. 

The anode is the positive electrode, the cathode is the negatively charged and thus electrons 

move from the cathode to the anode. When welding; one of the terminals is constituted by the 

working piece and the other is the electrode wire.   

To liberate electrons from the cathode, the voltage have to be sufficient to reach the ionization 

energy which is unique to every metal. The ionization energy releases electrons which in turn 

generate heat when reconnecting to the anode; this is why more heat is generated by the anode 

then the cathode.  

The current flow from the cathode is not evenly distributed, but rather concentrated into spots 

and constantly moving around the cathodes surface. When the spot(s) move around it removes 

oxides from the surface due to its extremely high current density. To help stabilize the cathode 

spots movements, the correct environment has to be applied; stable cathode spot movement is 

synonymous to a stable process [Karlebo, Weman, 2007]. 

2.1.4.2 Penetration 

The depth of which the weld penetrates is depending on polarity and current of the process but 

also the energy density of the arc. With increasing energy density the penetration depth is 

increased, but the melted metal weld pool is contracted, ultimately creating a key hole; which is 

when the weld burns completely through the base material. 

The penetration depth is also influenced by electrode angle and fluid kinematics within the weld 

pool. The electrodes angle can be manipulated to hold the weld pool back or to help the flow by 

pushing it forward, and the fluid kinematics helps the heat transfer to the un-melted material in 

the bottom of the weld pool. 

Also as stated in Chapter 2.1.3.2, the penetration depth is also governed by polarity. [Karlebo, 

Weman, 2007]. 

2.1.4.3 Arc Blow 

Arc blow is a phenomenon experienced when the arc is distorted due to being attracted 

somewhere else than straight into the working piece, this can be caused by welding too close to 

the ground cable, among other things. The cause of arc blow is interfering magnetic fields and is 

especially important when welding using multiple wires as the generated magnetic fields of the 

individual electrodes interacts with each other and may become a serious problem regarding 

process stability. 
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Two DC connected electrodes will either attract or repel each other, depending on the polarities, 

while a DC next to an AC or multiple AC wires connected to different phases will counteract the 

disturbances caused by these magnetic fields. The reason why AC can counteract arc blow is the 

fast shifting in polarity which shifts the magnetic field multiple times per second thus making it 

less sensitive to surrounding magnetic fields. 

2.1.5 Heat input 

One of the most important variables during welding is the heat input which is a measure of how 

much energy is transferred into the working piece. The heat input,  , is defined by Equation (2). 

     
      

      
 (2) 

where: 

   = heat input (kJ / mm) 

   = efficiency (-) 

   = voltage (V) 

   = current (A) 

   = welding speed (mm / min) 

Efficiency,  , is a measured value and highly dependent on the welding process.      is 

typically 90%.  

It is desirable to have as low heat input as possible, but still needs to generate the sufficient heat 

to melt the electrode and the material of the work piece. The reason why heat input is so 

important is that it will determine the final material structure, and mechanical properties, of the 

weld and the surrounding area.  

2.1.6 Pre-heating 

A commonly used material treatment is pre-heating which is done to prevent welding 

discontinuities. By pre-heating the material, the working piece is heated so the temperature 

difference from the weld to the rest of the material is decreased.  

The weld pool is in liquid form which means that temperatures up to and above the materials 

melting point is achieved. When the rest of the material is at room temperature and especially 

when working with thick plate thickness, the temperature will spread out very quickly; this is a 

guarantee for hardening defects within the weld and the reason why pre-heating is very 

important. Pre-heating temperature is often kept around             

2.1.7 Electrical safety regulations 

AC welding performs optimally with a high idle voltage to make sure the arc stays stable, this 

becomes a problem regarding safety. According to EN 60974 the maximum allowed RMS 

voltage is      and peak voltage        when using a DC source. AC is not allowed to exceed 

     when welding in areas where heightened security measure has to be accounted for, such as 

wet and narrow compartments. 

2.2 Submerged Arc Welding 

Submerged Arc Welding, SAW, is a highly productive welding process utilized in heavy 

industrial applications such as energy, offshore, ship building et cetera. The process is often 
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mechanized or automated due to the heavy equipment required and the protective  flux which has 

to be supplied and removed accordingly.  

When set up properly, SAW can provide very flat welds with high and repetitive quality while 

maintaining high productivity, possibilities for deep penetration, and an effective arc time which 

are all sought after qualities to achieve a leaner production line. 

The SAW process can also be utilized for strip-cladding, where strip electrodes are welded onto 

a surface to provide other properties such as higher hardness or corrosion resistance. 

A schematic overview of the submerged arc welding process is shown in Figure 2.7. [Submerged 

arc Welding, Wikipedia] 

 

Figure 2.7 Schematic view of the submerged arc welding process [Submerged arc Welding, Wikipedia] 

2.2.1 Methodology 

SAW is similar to Metal Inert/Active Gas, MIG/MAG, in the way the electrode is supplied; fed 

continuously to the weld pool, but instead of using protective gas a grainy protective flux is used. 

The main function of the flux is to protect the weld pool from oxygen and nitrogen, from the 

surrounding air, which interferes with the hardening process; this is accomplished by the flux 

melting, producing a shielding gas, and forming slag on top of the weld pool, effectively 

enveloping the sensitive melted metal. The flux also works the opposite way by protecting the 

environment by preventing poisonous gasses, radiation and particles to escape from the weld 

pool. Trailing the SAW torch is often a vacuum to recycle non-melted flux. 
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2.2.2 Consumables 

The consumables are the part which mainly fills the joint when welding and has to be chosen 

according to the required properties of the final weld. The goal is often, but not necessary, to 

have a combination of electrode and flux that can match the material properties of the base 

material.  

2.2.2.1 Electrode 

Electrode wires come in different configurations, either as solid wire or flux cored wire. The 

wire’s quality and alloy composition determines the composition of the final weld.  

Theoretically the wires can be made with any alloy composition at any thickness, assuming the 

alloy can withstand the current without melting prematurely and damaging the system. A thinner 

wire gives higher energy density which in turn contributes to a deeper penetration. See Figure 

2.8 for a schematic view of how the penetration shape is affected with wire diameter [Karlebo, 

Weman, 2007] 

 

Figure 2.8 Penetration shape as a function of wire diameter [Karlebo, Weman, 2007] 

The wire is often coated in copper to assist the electric contact as well as increasing the corrosion 

resistance of the wire.  

2.2.2.2 Flux 

The protective flux comes in different basicity: acid, rutile and basic. The acid and rutile fluxes 

are easier to weld but generally contribute with lower mechanical properties than basic fluxes. 

With increasing basicity the welding parameter window becomes narrower. Figure 2.9 shows 

removed slag after welding [Submerged arc Welding, Wikipedia]. 

 

Figure 2.9 Flux that has formed slag during welding [Submerged arc Welding, Wikipedia] 
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The flux is manufactured and sold as two types, fused or bonded flux. Fused flux is 

manufactured by melting minerals which consequently is cooled and crushed, creating a 

homogenous alloy composition. The drawback of this method is the limited interactions between 

the alloys in the melting process, which in turn limit the possibilities of the final alloy 

composition. On the other hand the fused flux is not hygroscopic and is easier to store and 

handle then bonded flux. 

Bonded flux is made by mixing a bonding agent and dried pulverized alloys. Compared to fused 

flux this method makes it easier to create custom alloy compositions, but it is very hygroscopic 

and will absorb a lot of moisture if stored improperly. When the flux is moisturized, the risk of 

weld defects is significantly increased and should therefore be avoided. 

Bonded flux is the most used type in today’s market due to the fact that it is easy and cheap to 

manufacture and highly customizable regarding alloy composition. 

2.2.3 Welding variables 

Welding is a complex process; there are a lot of influencing parameters to create the best 

possible preconditions. The choice of parameter is a very complex task, where everything has to 

be considered; from material properties to various physical phenomena such as electromagnetics, 

fluid dynamics, thermal dynamics et cetera. 

2.2.3.1 Welding speed 

The welding speed influences the weld shape’s overall size; a high welding speed will produce a 

thin and shallow penetration profile where a low welding speed will produce a deep and wide 

profile. The odds for discontinuities increases at both very high and very low welding speeds and 

thus creating a window of possible settings of the welding speed which is unique to every 

application. Figure 2.10 illustrates how the weld geometry is manipulated by different welding 

speeds [Karlebo, Weman, 2007]. 

 

Figure 2.10 Welding profile as a function of welding speed [Karlebo, Weman, 2007] 
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2.2.3.2 Polarity 

Submerged arc welding can utilize any type of polarity on each and every electrode to customize 

the conditions for the process. This opens up for versatility when choosing process and creating 

the optimum circumstances for the task at hand. A common setup is to have the leading electrode 

connected to DC+ to give the process sufficient penetration, followed by AC to even out the ratio 

between depth and width. 

In Chapter 2.1.3.2 the impact of the different polarities are described; how they the penetration 

profile and how the arcs magnetic fields will interact. 

2.2.3.3 Voltage 

As stated in Chapter 2.1.3.1; the voltage influences the width of the weld, which can help with 

connecting gaps and increase alloy disposition from the flux. At heightened voltages the flux 

consumption is increased while simultaneously creating risks of discontinuities that 

geometrically locks the slag in place, removing the possibility of removal when welding is 

finished.  Too low voltage will produce a high bead which also might cause discontinuities. 

2.2.3.4 Current 

The current is controlling the deposition rate and the penetration depth as it has been stated in 

Chapter 2.1.3.1. As with the voltage and welding speed, there is a window of possible 

parameters, depending on the material to be welded, to decrease the risk of creating defects 

within or by the weld. 

2.2.3.5 Work angle 

The angle which the electrodes are plunged into the weld pool has a big impact on the final weld 

geometry. If the electrode is angled into the weld pool it will build a heightened bead and the 

weld will penetrate deep, if angled away from the weld pool; the weld will tend towards shallow 

and wide geometrics [Karlebo, Weman, 2007]. 

2.2.3.6 Electrode stick-out 

The electrode stick-out, ESO, is determining how much resistive heat the electrode will 

experience. The generated heat is proportional to the stick-out of the electrode, for further 

information about resistive heating see Chapter 0. 

Increased temperature in the electrode will increase the amount of transferred material at the cost 

of lowering the current in the process. Lowering the current will cause a decrease in penetration 

why a long stick-out might lead to weld defects. 

2.2.4 Productivity 

Productivity is often measured by deposition rate which is the amount of added material per 

productive weld time, for example kg/h. To increase productivity a couple of measures can be 

taken, some common to submerged arc welding can be found in this chapter. 

2.2.4.1 Number of electrodes 

One of the more common and well working techniques to increase productivity is to increase the 

number of electrodes. The electrodes can be added either as hot or cold, where hot wires are 

connected to a power source and a cold wire is isolated until being melted by the excess heat 

generated by the hot wires. Traditionally a cold electrode is brought in from the side into the 

weld pool and is used to increase the deposition rate with up to 35-40% while restraining heat 

input, thus helping with keeping the process stable [Karlebo, Weman, 2007]. 
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2.2.4.2 Twin/Tandem 

When working with multiple wires, the choice of how to power the process becomes really 

interesting. If one power source is connected to two adjacent electrodes which is fed 

simultaneously the process is called twin and will increase productivity significantly if compared 

to a single wire solution.  

On the other hand, if the two adjacent electrodes are connected to individual power sources the 

process is called tandem. One reason for choosing tandem over twin is the ability to control the 

wires individually and avoid issues such as arc blow, which can be accomplished by connecting 

one of the electrodes to a DC+ source and the other to an AC, or both to phase shifted AC 

sources, see Chapter 2.1.4.3  for more information. 

2.2.4.3 Electrode Stick-out 

As mentioned in Chapter 2.2.3.6, increasing the electrode stick-out can increase the amount of 

material transferred; thus increasing productivity at the cost of increased risk of welding defects.  

2.2.4.4 Metal powder 

Additional metal powder can be added before the flux to increase the deposition rate of the 

process. This also adds additional control of the alloy composition of the final weld. The 

additional metal powder can also act as a mean to lower the energy transmitted into the base 

material which in beneficial in most cases. 

2.2.4.5 Improved weld geometry 

Another way to improve deposition rates is to decrease the amount of welding needed. This can 

be accomplished by changing the joint design to become more advantageous, see Chapter 2.1.2 

for a more detailed account. 

2.2.5 Equipment 

2.2.5.1 Welding torch 

The welding torch is the part of the system responsible to maintain sufficient electrical contact 

and support for the electrode wires while feeding the electrode current and keeping the process 

stable by securing electrode placement in the weld pool.  

The torch is mainly comprised of a supporting structure, to give the most critical part of the 

system stability even if minor collisions occur, and a conductive part including the contact jaws, 

and finally the electrode, with the current supplied by the power source. The torch has to be 

designed with sufficient structural integrity as well as using material capable of handling the 

thermal-electric effects of the process. 

The design of the welding torch may differ greatly depending on what functionality is needed, if 

the torch is to supply hot wire (conducting electrode) it will be of greater size compared to when 

only supplying a cold wire (non-conducting) but still smaller than a twin or tandem setup. 

2.2.5.2 Contact jaws 

Contact jaws are the last piece of conductive material to transfer the current from the power 

source into the electrode. To accomplish this, sufficient contact pressure and cross-sectional area 

for the current to travel through has to be maintained for the contact jaws not to lose contact with 

the electrode or melt because of heat build-up generated by the resistance.  

If the contact jaws lose contact with the electrode the process will fail since a closed circuit 

cannot be maintained, thus the electrode will not melt and will hit the bottom of the weld pool. 
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Traditionally this is accomplished by using a pair of contact jaws, conducting the current from 

two sides of the electrode or a nozzle that is designed to always maintain contact due to the curve 

of the electrode.  

2.2.5.3 Flux hopper / vacuum 

To distribute the protective flux, a distribution system is used which in itself can become quite 

complex. With the constant need of flux, it is critical for the flux system to function properly. 

The flux bed has to reach the tip of the torch or at least cover the arc completely for the process 

to remain stable and properly protect the weld pool.  

The flux is put in place by a flux hopper and recycled using a vacuum trailing the torches, 

leaving only the melted, used up, flux as slag. The task might seem trivial but when welding 

using multiple wires, which consume a lot of flux, there might be a need to distribute flux 

between the different wires. To accomplish this it would require an even more sophisticated 

system. Figure 2.11 depicts a flux hopper as the upper-left grey box. 

2.2.5.4 Wire feeder / straightener system 

Wire electrodes are delivered coiled up on bobbins which the system needs straighten and 

deliver into the head and through the torch into the weld pool. To accomplish this, a wire feeder 

system is used to push and pull the wire from the bobbin to the torch. The wire feed is often 

accomplished by mounting a gearbox on a motor, connect feed reels, sometimes with grooves to 

increase friction, to the gearbox and make the motor feed the wire from the bobbin to the torch. 

The wire feeder will provide the electrode wire to the torch but it will remain crooked due to the 

residual stresses from production and being coiled up onto the bobbin. The straightener systems 

task is to correct this. Sometimes it is enough to correct the curve (the radius the wire is coiled 

up with) but it may also be required to straighten the pitch, however equipment that utilizes a 

contact nozzle to transfer the current requires a certain curve or pitch to maintain sufficient 

contact to maintain functionality. 

There are solutions to coil the wire onto bobbins pre-tensioned to remove the need for wire 

straighteners, but these solutions only work on thinner wire diameters (       ). 

2.2.5.5 Tractor, column & boom, and gantry 

The equipment required for SAW welding quickly builds in size and involves heavy 

components, especially when handling multiple wires and a complex flux handling system. It is 

important to keep the system stable to prevent vibrations which for example can cause the torch 

to hit joint walls and potentially damage the equipment.  

When managing complex systems, it is not always practical to mechanize the process, but if a 

system of fewer wires is used, it could be of great benefit to mechanize the process. To 

mechanize SAW, all the required equipment, except the power source, is mounted onto a 

welding tractor which utilizes guides to maintain position and ensure the welding is done in the 

correct location. Figure 2.11 shows an ESAB A6 Mastertrac Tandem system mounted onto a 

tractor [A6 Multitrac, ESAB]. 
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Figure 2.11 An ESAB A6 Mastertrac Tandem mounted onto tractor 

Large objects often require multiple wires and consequently the equipment gets heavier and it is 

often required to use a column and boom or gantry system to hold the welding head. A column 

and boom is a column standing on a solid foundation and is often made of concrete with a boom 

mounted onto which the welding head is mounted upon. While the welding head is mounted on 

one end of the boom, the bobbins are preferably mounted near the column to reduce the weight 

by the head. A picture of a column and boom solution by ESAB is shown in Figure 2.12 [CaB 

2200, ESAB].  

 

Figure 2.12 Column and boom solution by ESAB 
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A gantry is similar to the column and boom system but instead of using one column there are 

two columns supporting the boom which the welding head is mounted on. A gantry system by 

ESAB is shown in Figure 2.13. 

 

Figure 2.13 Gantry system by ESAB 

2.3 Materials 

Materials chosen for welding equipment have to meet the tough requirements imposed by the 

welding process. There is also a need to provide robustness even when the application does not 

necessarily need it and because of this, the choice of materials has been limited, for example the 

welding industry excludes aluminum since it is looked at as a weak alternative which cannot 

perform during the harsh conditions that occurs when welding. On the other hand, the welding 

industry is very accustomed to use steel alloys as well as heavy duty copper alloys. 

2.3.1 Metals 

The metals that will be used are; alloys of steel for structural purposes and copper for electrically 

conducting parts. The reason is the high mechanical properties of steel as well as the excellent 

thermal-electrical properties of copper. 

2.3.1.1 Steel 

It is important to evaluate the functionality of a component before choosing stronger and more 

complex materials which are far more expensive than normal grade steels and if possible use 

standard materials such as 1.4301 (2333) which is the most commonly used stainless steel. 

2.3.1.2 Copper 

The same way as with steel, the functionality has to be reviewed before choosing copper alloys. 

The Hovadur [Hovadur, Edstraco] alloys have mechanical properties close to steel and just 

slightly worse thermal-electric properties than pure copper as well as maintaining these 

properties at high temperatures. These properties make the Hovadur family the optimal choice 

for welding equipment and will be used for the conductive parts of the welding torches. 

2.3.2 Insulation materials 

Due to the requirement to be able to weld using different power sources on different electrodes it 

is important to isolate the welding torches from each other. Without insulation there is a risk of 

shortages and disruptions of the process which could damage the equipment and/or the object 

being welded.  
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The requirements of the insulation vary, depending on where it is located and what it has to 

fulfill. One example of a difficult choice is the cold wire at the tip of the ICE™ head where the 

wire has to be electrically insulated from the adjacent hot electrodes, this could be accomplished 

by utilizing for example porcelain enameling.  

2.3.2.1 Calculating insulation thickness 

The thickness of insulation material,     is calculated given the dielectric strength of the material, 

  ,  and operating voltage,  , see Equation (3). 

    
 

  
 (3) 

2.4 Existing solutions 

The number of solutions found during the market analysis that could be used as an inspiration for 

the problems faced in this project was slim to none. Products related to narrow gap welding and 

twin/tandem setups where found, but nothing which would resemble solutions for the narrow 

joints specified in Chapter 4.2 or any kind of modularized design. 

AMET/Lincoln offers a narrow gap solution that closely resembles ESAB’s HNG solution which 

is used for joints with parallel, vertical walls and utilizing a sideways tilting head. These 

solutions are shown in Figure 2.14. 

 

Figure 2.14 ESAB HNG to the left [SAW Handbook, ESAB] and AMET Narrow Gap to the right [NG, AMET] 

ESAB have equipment to handle multiple wires but the sheer size of the equipment limits the 

process due to the need of angular approach with the wire electrodes, see Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.15 Existing multiple wire solution from ESAB [SAW Handbook, ESAB] 

 

Any solutions utilizing techniques similar to ICE™ does not exist on the market since ESAB 

have several patents pending regarding the method, also no kind of modular design was found 

anywhere. 

Except the torch, the head needs more components, most of which ESAB already offer solutions 

to. 

2.4.1 ESAB 

2.4.1.1 The FGW – Flexible Geometry Weld solution 

The flexible geometry weld, FGW, is a prototype welding torch developed by ESAB to give the 

possibility to weld in narrower joints than normally done, see Chapter 2.1.2. The torch is 

completely made out of a copper alloy, which proved to fulfill the material requirements to 

maintain a stable welding process, even for longer durations, see Chapter 2.3.1. Figure 2.16 

depicts a twin FGW torch.  
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Figure 2.16 ESAB´s FGW Twin torch 

Tests have been conducted by ESAB to find the performance of the torch by welding 

continuously into a metal pipe while measuring temperatures in the torch and the pipe, see 

Chapter 5.1. 

2.4.1.2 Wire feeders 

To provide wire to the welding head, ESAB offers a number of solutions, mostly driven by their 

standard VEC-motor, which the company have utilized for a long time due to their knowledge of 

the motor and its robustness. The functionality of the wire feeders is explained in Chapter 

2.2.5.4. 

ESAB have a solution called FlexiMaster which allows a wire to flex and safely provide a stable 

feed with     free wire before the wire begins to slack and cause problems. 

A solution for welding the inside of pipes down to diameters of        is also offered by 

ESAB and is called A6 S Compact. To be able to accomplish this, the wire feeding units are 

mounted further back on the supporting structure rather than directly above as is the most 

common method. Furthermore, the electrode wire is allowed to be plastically deformed. 
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2.5 Applications 

The field of technology where submerged arc welding is commonly used is the offshore and 

energy sector. Offshore applications require extremely high quality welds, such as toughness of 

the material. In the energy sector, where wind towers and nuclear reactor container tanks need to 

be welded, SAW is often the chosen process due to the high quality and high productivity. 

The offshore industry, just like any other industry suffers from bottlenecks in the production line, 

the welding station is particularly sensitive due to the amount of passes needed to fill joints in the 

plates welded. To counter this, a couple of measures are taken to decrease the time an object has 

to be at the welding station. Firstly the deposition rate is sought to be increased to fill the joints 

as fast as possible without damaging the material of the object being welded. The second thing 

often looked at is the weld geometry itself, by decreasing the volume needed to be filled; the 

time needed for the object at the welding station can often be reduced. The combination of using 

a process utilizing very high deposition rates, maintaining good weld quality and simultaneously 

being able to fit within narrow joints is the ultimate goal to reduce bottlenecks from the welding 

station. 

As for the energy sector; the wind power industry is flourishing and the demand for wind towers 

is in a steady rise, this means more towers have to be produced and similar to the offshore 

industry, the bottleneck for producing wind towers are often the welding stations. With an 

increased demand from the market, the need for stable, good quality and increasingly high 

productivity, development of processes is a constant need. See Figure 2.17 for a typical wind 

tower and Figure 2.18 for a picture showing SAW welding the inside of a wind tower section. 

 

Figure 2.17 Wind tower 
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Figure 2.18 Welding the inside of a wind tower using SAW mechanized with a tractor 

2.6 Thermal-electric physics 

Generally welding involves handling hot materials and extremely high temperatures; submerged 

arc welding is not an exception. When welding in open joint geometries such as V- or X-joints, 

the temperature build-up in the equipment is not very critical due to heavy-duty constructions 

with plenty of safety margins. On the other hand, when welding in narrow joints the equipment 

needs to slim down to geometrically fit the joint. As opposed to open joints, a narrow joint in 

combination with less material to absorb and spread the heat, temperature build-up gets critical 

as material’s mechanical properties is influenced by temperature.  

The combination of narrow joints and extremely high welding parameters, to be able to cope 

with the market which demands higher deposition rates, is guaranteed to bring problems to the 

table. Therefore it is important to investigate the thermal behavior of the torch to give ground for 

important design decisions such as the amount of material needed to withstand the loads caused 

by the process. 

The first stage of investigating thermal behavior is to set up a model within the steady-state 

domain to find the temperature at which the systems internal energy comes to equilibrium. To 

find the steady-state of a thermal-electric system it is required to calculate the joule heating 

caused by the electric circuit and weigh it against the thermodynamic effects working on the 

system. The next stage could be developing a transient thermal model to investigate time 

dependent effects. 
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2.6.1 Joule heating 

Joule heating is a phenomena described by Joule’s first law, where the heat is generated 

proportionally to the conductors resistance and the flowing current squared, see Equation (4). 

        (4) 

The resistance in a conductor is not necessarily constant since the resistivity of a material is often 

governed by the temperature, see Chapter 2.1.3.3. 

2.6.2 Thermodynamics 

The second law of thermodynamics states that systems that are not in thermodynamic 

equilibrium will strive to a balance temperature within the system; this is accomplished by 

conduction, convection, and radiation. 

Conduction is the transfer of energy (heat) within and between solids due to temperature 

differences and interaction between particles, convection is heat dissipation caused by diffusion 

and advection. Thermal radiation on the other hand is generated by all bodies with a temperature 

greater than    . 

2.6.2.1 Conduction 

Conduction is only applied when local temperature differences within or between solids in 

contact. To calculate the heat conduction Equation (5) is used. 

               (5) 

Where               is the thermal conductivity,    the cross sectional area which the 

temperature difference is perpendicular to, and    is the temperature gradient.  

Equation (5) will converge towards zero as the temperature in the material evens out, this means 

that when working with steady-state where the temperature in the system is evened out, 

conduction doesn’t contribute with any heat dissipation. 

2.6.2.2 Convection 

To calculate heat dissipation due to convection, Equation (6) is used. 

                   (6) 

Where               is the overall heat transfer coefficient, obtained from experiments or 

using a simplified case.    is the exposed area to the surrounding medium causing the 

convective heat transfer,   is the temperature of    and    the ambient temperature. 

2.6.2.3 Radiation  

Thermal radiation is calculated using Equation (7). 

                         
   (7) 

Where                        is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and   is the emissivity 

of the material. 
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2.6.3 Electro-Thermal equilibrium 

When the system is in equilibrium, at steady-state, the conductive heat transfer is null due to 

unison temperature within the affected body. This means that joule heating is balanced only by 

convective heat transfer and radiation. To perform a transient thermal analysis, showing the 

temperature propagation through a body, it is required to include conduction as well. 

To calculate the steady-state temperature of the system, Equation (8) is formulated and 

calculated based on Equations (4) to (7). 

   
 

 
                             

   (8) 

2.7 Minimum bending radius of wire 

Assuming linear elasticity for the electrode wire, the minimum bending radius of the electrode 

can be determined by calculating the arc lengths of two radiuses, where one coincides with the 

center of the electrode cross-section and the other one represents the radius to the outer layer of 

the electrode. The arc length of the outer radius is allowed to be strained until the yield strain is 

achieved; this is illustrated in Figure 2.19. 

 

Figure 2.19 Wire arc length, radiuses 

The arc length of the solid line with radius    has the arc length   of an arc of an angle  , which 

is calculated using equation (9). 

   
 

  
       (9) 
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To calculate the minimum bending radius one has to consider material properties and by using 

Hooke’s law, the yield strain,   , can be calculated using the materials yield strength,   , and 

Young’s Modulus,  , see equation (10). 

          (10) 

 

By combining equation (9) and (10) and solving for the minimum radius   , equation (11) is 

formulated, where   is the electrode wire diameter. 
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3 METHOD 

3.1 Concept development 

The conceptual development in this project is focused on generating a large number of ideas 

which would help with the choice of concept, as well as functioning as guidelines for solving 

problems which could arise during further development. Before proper brainstorming is initiated, 

a list of requirements is created. 

3.1.1 Requirements specification 

Based on the general requirements specified by ESAB and found in Chapter 1.3, a more detailed 

and developed list of requirements is to be generated. The first step in this process is to examine 

the joint geometry given for the narrow joint concept, as well as additional requirements 

gathered by discussions with employees at ESAB, to specify the geometrical boundaries. 

During these discussions with employees at ESAB, a lot of information will be gathered and will 

be used to help specify the rest of the list of requirements. 

Based on the information gathered during discussions, the given general requirements, and after 

discussions with the supervisor, the list of requirements was created and is found in 0.  

3.1.2 Brainstorming 

With a proper and detailed list of requirements, the brainstorming phase is initiated. The goal of 

the phase is to provide a solid ground to begin development of concepts as well as a buffer of 

ideas to help solve problems arising during the conceptual development phase. Together with 

hypothetical problem solving, the goal of the brainstorming phase is to decide upon models 

which can be used to evaluate the concepts. 

To maximize brainstorming performance, sessions both individually and in group will be 

commenced, coupled with discussions surrounding the ideas to pinpoint the most valuable and 

plausible ones. 

Quick sketches and mockups of the ideas are mandatory to help explain and elaborate on the 

thought processes. 

3.1.3 Choice of concept and development 

After the brainstorming phase is concluded, the most complete ideas are to be drawn and 

weighed against each other. Together with the industrial supervisor a decision of two concepts, 

one for the narrow joint problem and one for the modularization problem are chosen and will 

serve as the base from which the conceptual development is commenced. The concepts for 

further development will not be evaluated using any decision matrix but rather progressively 

developed with inputs from the industrial supervisor. 

Starting with a basic idea which is modeled using CAD software and gradually refined by 

utilizing ideas from the brainstorming phase and design decisions based on meetings with the 

industrial supervisor. Simultaneously as the concepts are developed using CAD software to 

provide a geometrical base, models for evaluating physical behavior are developed focusing on a 

valid FE-model which is to be verified by analytical calculations. 
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During the development of the concepts, several meetings are to be arranged to discuss and make 

important design decisions. When reaching the final stages of the project, when the concepts are 

refined and a solid model to evaluate physical behavior has been developed, a team of various 

experts involved in submerged arc welding and automation is to be gathered at ESAB and a 

presentation of the concept is to be held, urging for criticism for the final push of development.  

3.1.4 Evaluate concepts 

Continuously during the conceptual development the concepts were evaluated against the 

requirements. The geometrical requirements are tested and pushed to the limit with the models 

developed by CAD software, the physical requirements are tested by the use of FE-models and 

validated by comparing to test data obtained from ESAB.  

3.2 Thermal-electric model 

A geometrically simplified model was studied to verifying the thermal-electric model. This 

simplified model consisted of a square conductor, on which a direct current is simulated into one 

end and ground on the other. This, coupled with the resistivity of the material is used to calculate 

the joule heat generated. Since joule heating directly affects the systems performance by heating 

it, it is important to evaluate whether the temperature build-up is larger than permitted. It is also 

important to find the voltage drop since process parameter loss is strongly unwanted. 

The surface area of the conductor is assumed to be exposed to the surrounding where convective 

heat transfer and thermal radiation interacts with the model. The convective heat transfer was 

modeled using a value of the overall heat transfer coefficient,  , to simulate stagnant air 

surrounding the conductors. For the radiation an approximated value of the emissivity,  , was 

used. The rectangular conductor’s measurements are found in Table 3.1 below.  

Table 3.1 Simplified case, conductor measurements 

Measure Dimension [mm] 

Length 350 

Width 20 

Thickness 10 

 

Parameters for the physics and material parameters [Hovadur, Edstraco] are shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Physics & material parameters 

Input name Parameter Value Unit 

Resistivity   2.2E-5        

Resistivity increase per   above       0.004     

Thermal Conductivity   0.32            

Emissivity   0.74   

Overall heat transfer coefficient   5E-6             

Stefan-Boltzmann Constant   5.67E-14            

Current   1 600   

Voltage   40   

Environmental temperature    293.15   
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To verify the chosen model, a FEM-model was set up and compared to hand carried calculations 

based on the equations found in Chapter 2.6. 

3.2.1 Thermal-electric simulations with simplified model 

A FEM-model was set up using ANSYS Workbench [ANSYS, v14]. The analysis type chosen in 

ANSYS Workbench was thermal-electric to simulate and find the steady-state temperature of the 

system. 

3.2.1.1 Geometry & mesh 

A solid cuboid with measurements according to Table 3.1 was modeled, the mesh settings was 

set to use “fine” as relevance center, resulting in a meshed conductor as seen in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 Meshed simplified model in ANSYS Workbench 
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3.2.1.2 Ground load 

Ground was modeled as a voltage of 0 V on one end of the conductor, according to Chapter 3.2, 

which is shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2 Voltage load, simplified case in ANSYS workbench 

3.2.1.3 Current load 

A current load of 1 600 A was applied on the opposing end of the applied ground load; this is 

shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3 Current load, simplified case in ANSYS Workbench 
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3.2.1.4 Convective heat transfer load 

Convective heat transfer was modeled as a convection load using a value of     as the overall 

heat transfer coefficient. Figure 3.4 shows how the convection load was applied to the model. 

 

Figure 3.4 Convection load. simplified case in ANSYS Workbench 

3.2.1.5 Radiation 

Similar to how the convection was applied to the model, the radiation was modeled using the 

same set of faces as exposed area. Emissivity was set to 0.74 and the ambient temperature to 

     accordingly. The radiation load is shown in Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5 Radiation load, simplified case in ANSYS Workbench 
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3.2.2 Hand carried simulations with simplified model 

The thermal-electric model using a cuboid conductor was calculated with a temperature-driven 

model based on the equations found in Chapter 2.6 to find the equilibrium of powers based on an 

initially guessed temperature.  

To find the final temperature where steady-state between the internal heat generation and the 

cooling effects of convection and radiation, the temperature was gradually increased until 

equilibrium was obtained.  

3.3 Comparative FEM simulations 

A comparative study using the model setup described in Chapter 3.2 between a tested and 

working welding torch, FGW, see Chapter 2.4.1.1, and the narrow joint concept created during 

this project was conducted and described in the following chapter. 

3.3.1 FEM-model description, FGW 

3.3.1.1 Geometry 

The FGW torch was modeled based on drawings acquired from ESAB using SolidWorks 

[SolidWorks, 2012] and imported into ANSYS Workbench. The import function generated the 

3D model and together with the choice of Thermal-Electric analysis, the following elements 

were generated for the model: 

 SOLID227 

Is a 10-node element which carries structural capabilities as well as 

thermodynamic capabilities, joule heating included. 

 SURF152 

Is an overlaying element on faces of solids during 3D thermal analyzes and is 

used for evaluating surface effects such as radiation and convection by using a 

satellite node (or two if accurate convection calculations is wanted).  

 CONTA174 

The CONTA174 elements are located on surfaces belonging to SOLID227 

elements and come into action as soon as a segment of the element penetrates a 

contact target’s surface. It is usually used for evaluating frictional phenomena but 

also possesses the ability to carry surface loads such as convection. 

 TARGE170 

Is used as a target surface for CONTA174 elements and is thus attached to solid, 

shell or line elements and can carry a number of various effects such as 

temperature, voltage, magnetic potential and displacements. 

Contact pairs were automatically defined by the ANSYS. 
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3.3.1.2 Mesh 

Meshing was done using the standard automatic meshing tool with relevance center set to 

medium, resulting in a mesh shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6 FGW FEM-model meshing 

 

3.3.1.3 Current load 

The geometry and interaction between the clamping arm that ensures proper contact pressure in 

the FGW torch, does not allow the model to converge to a solution if a current load is applied. 

This is probably, but has not been fully investigated, because of the line contacts that connects 

the clamping arm to the rest of the torch, thus a choice was made to reduce the current load and 

apply it to one contact jaw and the supporting structure. To compensate for applying the current 

on only one contact jaw, despite the FGW model being intended for twin welding,     of the 

full load of         was used. The current load applied is shown as dark blue faces indicated by 

the arrow in Figure 3.7. 

 

Figure 3.7 Current load application on the FGW FEM-model 
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3.3.1.4 Ground load 

On the opposite side of where the current load was applied, a voltage load of     was applied to 

simulate ground. The voltage load placement is shown in the dark blue colour depicted in Figure 

3.8. 

 

Figure 3.8 FGW FEM-model voltage load 

3.3.1.5 Radiation 

To maximize the performance of the FGW torch, the thermal radiation was applied on as many 

faces as logically possible. One side of the FGW torch, with the radiation load applied and 

highlighted as blue faces, is shown in Figure 3.9 but the red faces shown in Figure 3.10 are also 

included in the radiation load. 

 

Figure 3.9 FGW FEM-model’s radiation load 
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3.3.1.6 Convection 

The convective heat transfer load is applied as the radiation load described above. 

 

Figure 3.10 Convective heat transfer load for the FGW FEM-model 

3.3.2 FEM-model description, NJC 

3.3.2.1 Geometry 

The NJC torch was modeled using IronCad [IronCad, 2012] and imported into ANSYS 

Workbench. Coupled with the choice of thermal-electric analysis the elements generated for the 

NJC torch was similar to the element types used for the FGW torch, See Chapter 3.3.1.1, with 

the addition to SOLID226 which is a similar but more complex element than SOLID227 due to 

having 20 coupled nodes instead of 10. Materials are stainless steel for everything except the 

conductors which are made out of Hovadur. 

3.3.2.2 Mesh 

The mesh for the NJC was done using the automatic standard meshing settings using coarse as 

relevance center. The resulting mesh is shown in Figure 3.11. 

 

Figure 3.11 NJC FEM-model and its mesh 
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3.3.2.3 Current 

With the NJC the current could be applied fully on the two electrical conductors and thus set to 

     , totalling          . The faces and the amplitude of the current load are shown in 

Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13. 

 

Figure 3.12 Applied current load on the first electrical conductor in the NJC FEM-model 

 

Figure 3.13 Applied current load on the second electrical conductor in the NJC FEM-model 
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3.3.2.4 Ground 

A voltage load of     was applied on the connecting bridge between the two electrical 

conductors to simulate a common ground for the currents, this is shown in Figure 3.14. 

 

Figure 3.14 Ground load applied on the NJC FEM-model 

3.3.2.5 Thermal radiation 

The selection of faces where radiation is applied is partly shown in blue colour in Figure 3.15 

and the rest of the selected faces are shown in red in Figure 3.16. 

 

Figure 3.15 NJC FEM-model Radiation load 
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3.3.2.6 Thermal convection 

The convective heat transfer was modelled on the same faces used for the thermal radiation 

above; Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 depict the used faces as blue respectively red. 

 

Figure 3.16 NJC FEM-model Convection load
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4 RESULTS  

4.1 Design philosophy 

The underlying philosophy during the design phase of the Narrow Joint Concept, NJC, can be 

derived from the KISS principle [KISS, Apache] and this has been the goal in the design process 

with some guidelines to generate a simple design. The guidelines are rather general, but acts as 

key goals and are as follows:   

 Easy to manufacture, with regards to fewer operations with a focus on designing in 2D. 

In this context 2D represents, for example a plate (2D) cut with water jet and with 

operations, such as threading, in the same plane (still 2D, and not 3D which would be the 

case if the component had to be re-orientated in another degrees of freedom to perform 

operations) 

 Reuse of components, meaning that, where possible, parts can be used in different setups 

or that the manufacturing is mirrored to obtain larger volumes of every article / 

component 

 Easy maintenance by few operations, using standard tools, to replace a damaged 

component  

Following the stated guidelines, a more cost effective design can be obtained which utilizes 

simple manufacturing operations and fulfils the requirements without the need for complex 

geometry.   

4.2 Description of functionality and components of the NJC 

To the left in Figure 4.1 is an overall view, perpendicular to the weld direction and to the right a 

parallel view of the NJC is shown. The NJC consists of different functional groups, which holds 

components for a certain function. An overview and the names of the groups are shown in Figure 

4.2.  
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     Figure 4.1 To the left is an overall view perpendicular to the weld direction, and to the right an overall view 

parallel to the weld direction. 
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Figure 4.2 The functional groups of the NJC 
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4.2.1 Rotational mount, vertical slide & horizontal slide 

The rotational mount group, the vertical slide group, and the horizontal slide group are used to 

attach the NJC to a column & boom or other equipment. The rotational mount permits the NJC 

to rotate and the vertical slide group is used to adjust the height. The horizontal slide group has 

no limitation in itself, instead it is the object to where the horizontal slide group is attached that 

gives the limitations.  

4.2.1.1 Design 

The rotational mount group consists of the rotational mount, a guide shaft, and fasteners for 

mounting to the main mount and to the vertical slide.  

The vertical slide group only consists of the vertical slide, since the other components for the 

vertical functionality are included in the rotational mount group and the horizontal slide group.  

The horizontal slide group consists of a horizontal mount, four T-nuts, an UPE100 beam to 

match an IPE160 beam, two isolator blocks, a lock screw with a hand knob, and fasteners.  

In Figure 4.3 the rotational mount group, the vertical slide group, and the horizontal slide group 

is shown, both assembled and disassembled.  

 

 

 

  

Figure 4.3 To the left are the rotational mount group, the vertical slide group, and the horizontal slide group 

assembled whereas to the right they are disassembled from each other 
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4.2.1.1.1 Rotational mount group 

The rotational mount group is shown exploded in Figure 4.4 and in Table 4.1 the BOM for the 

group is presented. The main component is the rotational mount, shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Exploded view of the rotational mount group 

Table 4.1 BOM for the rotational mount group 

Number Name Quantity Material Mass [g] 

54 MC6S M8x12 1 Stainless steel 12 

55 Washer 8x25x2 1 Stainless steel 7 

56 MC6S M8x25 4 Stainless steel 17 

57 BRB 8 4 Stainless steel 2 

58 MC6S M8x55 2 Stainless steel 29 

59 Washer 8.5x14x1 5 Stainless steel 1 

60 MC6S M8x16 1 Stainless steel 14 

61 Rotational mount 1 Stainless steel 375 

62 M6M M8 2 Stainless steel 5 

63 Guide shaft 1 Stainless steel 38 

  ∑ 22  ∑ 592 
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Figure 4.5 Detailed view, in three orientations, of the rotational mount 

4.2.1.1.2 Vertical slide group 

In Figure 4.6 the vertical slide group is shown in two orientations, and in Table 4.2 the BOM for 

the vertical slide group is shown. In Figure 4.7 the vertical slide group is mounted to the 

rotational mount group. 

 

Figure 4.6 The vertical slide group shown in two orientations 
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Table 4.2 BOM för the vertical slide group 

Number Name Quantity Material Mass [g] 

64 Vertical slide 1 Stainless steel 1 262 

  ∑ 1  ∑ 1 262 

 

Figure 4.7 The vertical slide group, green and transparent, is mounted to the rotational mount group. The washer 

and screw that locks the guide shaft axially is displaced for clarity 

The guide shaft (63) in the rotational mount group gives a rotational axis in (BJ) and provides 

support when the screws (56) that go through (BK) are loosened for adjusting the rotation of the 

NJC. The four slots (BL) together with the four T-nuts in the horizontal slide group give a 

vertical adjustment ability, which can easily be increased or decreased by extending or curtailing 

the vertical slide. 

4.2.1.1.3 Horizontal slide group 

An exploded view of the horizontal slide group is shown in Figure 4.8 with its corresponding 

BOM in Table 4.3.  
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Figure 4.8 Exploded view of the horizontal slide group 

Table 4.3 BOM for the horizontal slide group 

Number Name Quantity Material Mass [g] 

65 Isolator block 2 - - 

66 UPE100 1 Stainless steel 747 

67 Horizontal mount 1 Stainless steel 1 642 

68 Washer 8x14x1 8 Stainless steel 1 

69 MC6S M8x40 4 Stainless steel 23 

70 T-nut DIN508 M8 4 Stainless steel 14 

71 Reinforcement plate 1 Stainless steel 103 

72 Hand knob GN5334 1 Stainless steel 114 

73 PSH M12x50 1 Stainless steel 44 

74 Self clinch nut M12 1 Stainless steel 21 

75 BRB 8 4 Stainless steel 2 

76 MC6S M8x12 8 Stainless steel 19 

  ∑ 28  ∑ 2 985 

In Figure 4.9 the horizontal slide group is mounted to the vertical slide group. 
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Figure 4.9 The horizontal slide group attached to the vertical mount group, which is green and transparent, shown in 

two orientations 

Figure 4.9 shows the vertical adjustment: by un-tightening the four screws the T-nuts get 

loosened and vertical adjustment is possible. In Figure 4.10 the horizontal slide group is attached 

to an IPE160 beam. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 The horizontal slide group is mounted to an IPE160 beam and the vertical slide group 
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The two isolator blocks and the hand knob lock the NJC to the IPE160 beam. By loosening the 

knob it is possible to slide the NJC horizontally. The reinforcement plate is welded to the 

horizontal mount and the UPE100 for increased bending resistance.  

4.3 The 4 mm Leading Penetration Torch 

To fully utilize the advantages of the SAW-process, maintaining high productivity while 

producing a high quality weld with Narrow Joint Concept, NJC, a leading torch has been 

designed. The 4 mm leading penetration torch, called 4LPT, is shown in Figure 4.13 and is 

obviously and strongly influenced by the design of the NJC.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11 To the left is an overall view of the 4LPT perpendicular to the weld direction, and to the right an overall 

view parallel to the weld direction 

The 4LPT shares many components and functional groups with the NJC. Some of the groups and 

components have been redesigned to fulfil the requirements for the 4LPT. 

The idea of having a 4 mm hot wire together with the NJC is that the 4LPT will provide a deep 

penetration in the base material and the NJC will then fill the joint; this renders high productivity 

as well as a high quality weld. The 4LPT can be seen as a NJC with one electrical conductor 
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group removed and the cover group fixated to the structural group, removing its rotational 

ability.  

The goal for the 4LPT is to provide its 4 mm electrode as near as possible to the NJC, measured 

from centre of the 4 mm electrode to the centre of the first of the NJC’s hot electrodes, to ensure 

an improved welding process. The 4LPT is therefore, roughly described, a half NJC.  

4.4 Combinations of NJC and 4LPT 

There are numerous ways to combine the NJC and the 4LPT. In Figure 4.12 the ability to tilt the 

NJC is shown and in Figure 4.13 two parallel NJCs is shown. 

 

Figure 4.12 The NJC shown with    tilt and the two maximum, due to limitations in the rotational mount group 
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Figure 4.13 Two parallel NJC, both    tilt 
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4.5 Modular Head Concept 

The Modular Head Concept, MHC, is designed with customizability in mind. The MHC is only 

designed as a principal concept; where the possibility to fit several electrodes that is individually 

controllable is the main goal. Therefore some components and functions have not been fully 

investigated. The focus lies on showing the functionality of the MHC, and not necessarily 

showing or declaring all parts with exploded views and tables with bill of materials. In Figure 

4.14 the MHC is shown.   

 

Figure 4.14 Overall view of the MHC, shown in three orientations 

The MHC consists of one or several hot modules and one or several cold modules in a sandwich 

structure fitted in a system module. There is also a 4LPT module that is easily mountable in an 

angle. 
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4.5.1 4LPT module 

The 4LPT, abbreviation for 4mm Leading Penetration Torch, is in reality only a variant of the 

hot module. The difference is that in the 4LPT a larger diameter of the electrode is used which 

demands a larger cross-section area in the electrical conductors. In the MHC the 4LPT is angled 

and used to ensure a sufficient penetration of the base material for a good welding process. By 

sharing components with the hot and cold modules the total number of articles can be held low 

but due to requirement of a larger cross-section area some extra parts are needed in the 4LPT. In 

Figure 4.15 an overall view of the 4LPT module is shown. 

 

Figure 4.15 Overall view of the 4LPT module 
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4.6 MHC in a 40° V-joint 

The requirement specification, see 0, states a minimum distance of 4 mm between the torch and 

the joint walls. This is not fulfilled with an ESO of 25 mm as stated in Figure 4.16.  

 

Figure 4.16 The MHC with       ESO in a 40° V- joint and a joint depth of       . Minimum clearance 

       and minimum clearance        without protection blobs 

4.7 Minimum bending radius of wire 

The minimum bending radius of the electrode wire is an important design parameter used for 

designing the wire connection hub, see Chapter 4.2.2.1.2. 

The resulting bending radiuses,   , by calculating equation (11), see Chapter 2.7, for a number of 

different electrode wires with an assumed yield strength of            are shown in Table 

4.4. 

Table 4.4 Minimum bending radiuses of a number of wire electrode diameters 

Wire diameter [mm]    [mm] 

1.6 416 

2 520 

2.5 650 

3 780 

3.25 845 

4 1040 

6 1560 
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4.8 Insulation thickness 

Equation (3) is used to calculate the insulations thickness to withstand      breakdown voltage. 

Given a dielectric strength of          as seem appropriate for porcelain enameling 

[Porcelain, MatWeb] a layer thicker than      is required. 

4.9 Electro-thermal verification 

The models in Chapter 3.2 describe the method to verify the thermal-electric model chosen to 

provide a ground to evaluate whether the model is applicable for analyzing the concepts 

generated during this project.  

The torches that are constructed and the FGW torch, of which testing data exists, do possess far 

more complex geometry than the chosen conductor of the verification model and to justify using 

the assumed model on the more complex models, it has to be verified as the following chapter 

describes. 

4.9.1 FEM results 

The model described in Chapter 3.2.1 was constructed in ANSYS and Table 4.5 shows the 

results tabulated. 

Table 4.5 Results of simplified case model from ANSYS Workbench 

Parameter Value Unit 

Maximum temperature 447    

Voltage drop 0.17   

 

The temperature of the conductor is further shown in Figure 4.17. 

 

Figure 4.17 Temperature results, simplified case from ANSYS Workbench 

The voltage drop through the conductor is shown in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.18  Voltage drop, simplified case from ANSYS Workbench 

4.9.2 Hand carried analysis results 

The hand carried analysis showed a final temperature, where the sum of power becomes null, at 

the end of the X-axis of the plot Figure 4.19. The final steady-state temperature and the 

calculated voltage drop are shown in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 Hand carried analysis , simplified case, results 

Parameter Value Unit 

Maximum temperature 439    

Voltage drop 0.16   

 

Figure 4.19 Hand carried analysis, simplified case, power as a function of temperature 
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4.9.3 Summary 

Table 4.7 shows the results in tabulated form when comparing maximum temperature achieved 

in the simplified conductor, the voltage drop as well as the difference. 

Table 4.7 Results of thermal-electric model verification 

Result Hand carried FEM Difference [%] 

Max. temperature [ C] 439 447 1.8 

Voltage drop [V] 0.16 0.17 5.9 

4.10 Comparative FEM-simulations 

4.10.1  FGW results, 20°C ambient temperature 

4.10.1.1 Temperature 

The steady-state temperature of the FGW torch was calculated and the resulting temperature’s 

maximum value occurs in the tip of the torch as expected. See Figure 4.20 for resulting steady-

state temperature in the FGW torch. 

 

Figure 4.20 FGW FEM-model temperature result for 20°C ambient temperature 

4.10.1.2 Voltage drop 

As with the temperature, the maximum value of the voltage drop is supposed to occur in the tip 

of the torch, which is the case. The voltage drop is further shown in Figure 4.21. 

 

 

Figure 4.21 FGW FEM-model voltage drop for 20°C ambient temperature 
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4.10.2 FGW results, 200°C ambient temperature 

4.10.2.1 Temperature 

The steady-state temperature of the FGW torch was occurring in the tip of the torch as expected. 

See Figure 4.22 for resulting steady-state temperature in the FGW torch. 

 

Figure 4.22 FGW FEM-model temperature result for 200°C ambient temperature 

4.10.2.2 Voltage Drop 

As with the temperature the maximum value of the voltage drop is supposed to occur in the tip of 

the torch, which is the case. The voltage drop is further shown in Figure 4.23. 

 

 

Figure 4.23 FGW FEM-model voltage drop for 200°C ambient temperature 
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4.10.3 NJC results, 20°C ambient temperature 

4.10.3.1 Temperature 

The resulting mean temperature of the NJC was lower than FGW but the maximum temperature 

is higher. The resulting steady-state temperature is shown in Figure 4.24. 

 

 

Figure 4.24 NJC FEM-model temperature at 20°C ambient temperature 

4.10.3.2 Voltage drop 

The voltage drop of the NJC reaches a maximum value in the tip of the torch and is shown in 

Figure 4.25. 

 

Figure 4.25 NJC FEM-model voltage drop at 20°C ambient temperature 
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4.10.4 NJC results, 200°C ambient temperature 

4.10.4.1 Temperature 

The resulting mean temperature of the NJC was lower than FGW but the maximum temperature 

is higher. The resulting steady-state temperature is shown in Figure 4.26. 

 

Figure 4.26 NJC FEM-model temperature for 200°C ambient temperature 

4.10.4.2 Voltage drop 

The voltage drop of the NJC reaches a maximum value in the tip of the torch which is shown in 

Figure 4.25. 

 

Figure 4.27 NJC FEM-model voltage drop for 200°C ambient temperature 
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4.10.5 Result comparison 

The results are shown and compared in Table 4.8. Temperature given after name represents 

ambient temperature. 

Table 4.8 FEM-model comparison 

Value FGW 20°C NJC 20°C FGW 200°C NJC 200°C 

Maximum temperature     

Mean temperature     

Maximum voltage drop     

Total current     
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5 VALIDATIONS 

5.1 Thermal-electric model 

A set of tests [Twin FGW Tests, ESAB] was conducted by ESAB using the conceptual design of 

FGW, see Chapter 2.4.1.1. These tests provided data which was used to validate the model but 

the data itself is considered confidential.  

The resulting steady-state temperature of the simulated twin FGW torch is in close 

approximation to the actual test results, thus validating the model. 
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6 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Discussion 

6.1.1 Requirement specified from discussions  

One important and often mentioned part in the discussions held with employees at ESAB is the 

electrode placement which had been proven to work very well with        center-center 

distance between wires in the ICE™ torch. Also it is said that the wires shouldn’t sprawl too 

much. 

The current was, at first, set to be        for both DC+ and AC but tweaked to be more 

accurate. It was noted that        was not a reasonable amount of AC current for welding with 

the ICE™ torch, thus decreased down to        while the current for the leading DC+ torch 

remained at       .  

The electrode diameter for the ICE™ torch was set to        since it is proven to work very 

well, increasing the electrode diameter would greatly increase the heat input of the process and is 

not applicable at the moment.  

For the modular concept, the requirement of being able to tilt the electrode        was set 

with the notion of having the leading and/or possibly the trailing electrode being the only 

electrode tilted. 

6.1.2 Materials 

Time spent on investigating other materials than steel for structural integrity purposes got low 

priority, mainly due to aluminum being rejected as it had been previously tested and proved not 

working in these applications.  

The choice of using stainless steel and Hovadur was comfortable and easy to work with due to 

previous experiences. 

6.1.3 Electrical conductor - cross-sectional area 

The electrical conductors have been designed and should, according to our calculations and 

assumptions, theoretically work. To provide a more solid ground, a couple of simple tests can 

easily be performed and verified with the suggested thermal-electric model explained in Chapter 

2.6. 

By designing a cooling system, for example milled canals and running compressed air through 

these, into the electrical conductors, the temperature can be lowered to prevent over-heating. 

This could possibly be used to reduce the dimensions of the electrical conductors further. This 

was not investigated due to the goal to keep the design simple. A milled canal would greatly 

increase the manufacturing time and cost. 

In the NJC, the leading      torch has no restrictive dimensions in width away from the NJC; 

this could be utilized by expanding the size of the electrical conductor to help lower the overall 

system temperature. This goes for using a single NJC torch as well.  
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6.1.4 Electrical conductor – dynamic length 

The NJC torch is designed with narrower dimensions than the list of requirements specify. The 

length of the electrical conductors and cover can easily be altered to fit a specified joint depth. 

6.1.5 Twin/tandem 

The sandwich connecting between the electrical conductors as seen in Chapter 4.2.4 can be 

redesigned to incorporate two separate power sources and thus enabling welding using tandem 

inside the realm of ICE™. 

6.1.6 Assumed working insulation 

It has not been investigated where insulation is required since the minimum layer thickness is 

     to prevent electric breakdown. Since the thickness is miniscule it has been disregarded in 

the design with the assumption that it can be applied anywhere without compromising the 

functionality of the design. This coupled with the superior electrical conductivity of the electrical 

conductors is assumed sufficient enough to prevent leakage of current into the surrounding 

structure.  

6.1.7 Electrode position 

If the electrode wires are allowed to deform plastically, caused by a too narrow bending radius, it 

is possible to narrow the design of the head. Since the wire system is designed to bend the 

electrodes equally much it is possible to allow deformation since the electrodes would end up 

with the same crookedness.  

Before the wire is fed into the head, a set of wire straighteners should be utilized to straighten the 

wire to remove both the curve and pitch. This is important to ensure a correct placement relative 

to the center-line of the electrodes. 

While the electrode wire is brought through the head it will be guided using coned holes between 

interfacing components to prevent the wire from getting stuck. 

6.1.8 Interface and mounting of the equipment 

NJC utilized a lot of screws but the ones fixating the position by the rotational mount, the 

vertical slide, and the horizontal slide are probably only used once during process calibration. 

The reason behind the design is to decrease the weight of the head, by moving functionality 

further away from the welding torch, such as the wire feed motors, wire straighteners, and the 

flux hopper. Compared to how SAW heads traditionally is designed, there is no need for multiple 

heavy (typically        each) slider packages. 

6.1.9 Modular Head Concept 

The MHC has been developed more to show off an idea then a “ready-to-manufacture” concept. 

The biggest reason for this is the market’s needs, and the focus of the company. A modular head 

design is not as critically important to develop as the NJC is for ESAB. Due to this, the design of 

several components of the MHC has to be fully investigated. 

The current MHC only incorporates          and        electrode wires but the design is 

easily adaptable for other dimensions. 

The components suggested for the MHC are of a higher complexity than the components in the 

NJC without reducing the ease-of-use. 
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6.1.10 Thermal-electric model assumptions 

The thermal-electric model is based on a number of assumptions such as the surrounding air is 

stagnant, at room temperature (               , and a generalized value of the emissivity is 

chosen.  

In a practical application the case would differ, mainly because the emissivity of the system is 

not unison and probably not as high as assumed but also the convections overall heat transfer 

coefficient would most likely not be constant. Due to these assumptions a set of test would have 

to be done to verify and validate the model. 

It was considered to model the melted weld pool as a heat source; however this was neglected 

due to the uncertain impact of the flux’s protective properties. 

Thermal effects, such as thermal expansion, in different materials have not been investigated. 

However it is assumed that; since the concepts utilize a floating conductor system, material 

expansion should not be of concern. 

When welding in thick plates, which will be the case for the NJC, the limiting factor will most 

certainly be the temperature build-up in the object being welded. This meaning the maximum 

allowed interpass temperature will be reached and welding has to be paused until cooled enough. 

The welding torch will be subject to heat radiation and convection from the joint walls, the 

elevated ambient temperature, and also the heat radiation leaking through the protective flux. 

This was investigated by simulating with increased ambient temperature (     ), as seen in 

Chapter 4.10, but will have to be further investigated by either elaborated FEM-modeling or 

testing a prototype. 

6.2 Conclusions 

6.2.1 NJC compared to the list of requirements 

The NJC is compared against the list of requirements found in 0 Narrow Joint Concept(s). 

6.2.1.1 Geometrical requirements 

 The geometrical requirements for a       joint are fulfilled. 

 The design fulfills the wished requirement of having a bottom radius      . The head 

is designed for a bottom radius,    of      and a joint depth of       . 

6.2.1.2 Electrode placement 

 The electrode wire is guided through the torch and is ensured to end up at        CC-

distance at the end of the contact, the placement requirements is satisfied as stated in 

Chapter 6.1.7. 

6.2.1.3 Welding parameters 

NJC is designed with the worst case scenario possible for the welding parameters using the 

thermal-electric model described in Chapter 2.6.  

 The wire feed speed parameter is not utilized in any model but could be used for 

calculating the wear of the contact jaws, which has not been investigated.  

 Heat input, which is a product of the welding parameters, can be calculated and used as a 

input parameter for a transient thermal analysis which has not been investigated. 
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 As stated in the delimitations, see Chapter 1.4, the process stability during production is 

not investigated. 

6.2.1.4 Other requirements 

 The NJC design incorporates the design of a leading 4 mm DC+ torch.  

 The design maintains mechanical and electrical properties according to simulation 

results. 

 The requirement of using a small amount of threads in the torch is applicable to smaller 

wear parts such as the contact jaws and has been a priority during the design, the amount 

of threads in the torch all in all are plenty but carefully chosen to reduce the 

manufacturing cost and the effort to exchange parts if needed. 

 Mounting the NJC onto ESAB’s equipment should not be a problem since a general 

interface is used and no specified interface was provided. 

 The electrical safety standard EN 60974 is fulfilled, the voltage limits is never exceeded. 

 The NJC has been designed with low manufacturing cost in mind, utilizing simple 2D 

designed components to decrease the amount of degrees of freedom necessary to 

manufacture each part. 

 Every adjustable part and the assembly of the NJC is meant to be done using standard 

hex key. When changing consumption parts it is not necessary to disassemble the torch. 

 Center-center distance between electrode wires is not adjustable. 

 Safety precautions have been taken by adding the protective blobs to the cover which 

isolates the torch from the joint walls as well as providing some protection against minor 

collisions. 

6.2.2 MHC compared to the list of requirements 

The MHC is compared against the list of requirements found in 0 Modular Head Concept(s). 

6.2.2.1 Geometrical requirements 

 The MHC is designed for fitting a     V-joint with a depth of        and an electrode 

stick-out of       which results in a clearance of      to the joint walls. 

6.2.2.2 Welding parameters 

 The requirements regarding welding parameters are very similar to the requirements for 

NJC.  MHC is developed based on the electrical conductors in the NJC and should thusly 

fulfill the requirements of the welding parameters.  

 The requirement of having a trailing electrode at a tilted angle of        is satisfied. 

6.2.2.3 Other requirements 

 It is possible to assemble the MHC to incorporate infinite amount of wires due to the 

modular design of the torches, thus having 5 or more independently fed electrodes in the 

welding head is fulfilled.  

 It is fully possible to emulate the functionality of the ICE™ torch with the MHC. 

 The need of distributing flux between electrodes is tended to with the top-up flux pipe.  

 The requirement of fitting together with ESAB’s standard equipment has not been 

investigated. 

 To change consumables it is only required to use standard hex keys and the torch does 

not require disassembly.  
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

 Manufacture a prototype of the NJC to verify its functionality 

 Further development of the MHC 

 Perform tests to validate the thermal-electric model 
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APPENDIX A REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 

Narrow Joint Concept(s) 

Demands 

The narrow joint concept(s) must 

 fit in a narrow joint with geometry and parameters accordingly to Figure 2.2, where 

o                  

o       

o            
o             
o              

o electrode stick-out         

 maintain correct electrode placement, in terms of 

o guiding the electrode correctly through the torch 

o having a center-center distance between wires of       in the ICE™ torch 

o diverging from the center line by        

 have a stable welding process 

o with sufficient flux distribution and recollection 

o where allowed welding parameters are  

        
           (AC)  

          (DC+) 

            for hot wires 

           for cold wires 

         wire feed speed 
o not burning the joint walls; which is quantified as the minimum distance between 

 electrode and wall      

 head / torch and wall      

o where sufficient contact between torch and electrode is achieved 

 include a DC+ torch as well as an ICE head 

 be robust; which is quantified by 

o always maintaining mechanical and electrical properties 

o having minimal amount of threads in the torch 

 be easy to maintain, in terms of 

o intuitive and easy-accessed human interfaces e.g., for switching consumables 

 be easily integrated with ESAB’s equipment 

 fulfill applied standards 
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Modular Head Concept(s) 

Demands 

The modular head concept(s) must 

 fit in a V-joint with a joint angle of     and a depth of       

 have a stable welding process 

o with sufficient flux distribution and recollection 

o where allowed welding parameters are  

        
           (AC)  

          (DC+) 

            electrode diameter 

         wire feed speed 
 electrode stick-out variation         
 trailing electrode tilt        
 center-center distance between wires in the contact plane is 5.5mm 

o not burning the joint walls; which is quantified as the minimum distance between 

 electrode and wall      

 torch and wall      

o where sufficient contact between torch and electrode is achieved 

 be able to use five (5) independent and individually controlled wires 

 fit with ESAB’s standard equipment such as joint tracking, flux dispenser and vacuum 

 be robust; which is quantified as 

o always maintaining mechanical and electrical properties 

 be easy to maintain, in terms of 

o using standard components 

o intuitive and easy-accessed human interfaces 

 not require disassembling of the torch(es) to change consumables 


